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Myceuaean lemeats in tc homeric dialect,"
Chadwick, John,

p.51 The demonstration' by K. Meister I that the Homeric dialect is an art-1-Picial
creation is now beyond challendo. The elements making up the amalgam vary in
both provenance and. date, and in the final composition we find these forms
mixed in such inextrica& confusion that the attempts to separate, on purely
linguistic grounds, the different strata of which the poems are composed have
led. to inconclusivo results. It is obvious that an archaic feature may be a
deliberate archaism in the work of a later poet, while a, late form may in
ma.-;- cases be a modernization of an carlor one. It therefore scorns to bs most
generally agreed. that the epic trectition which D:oduced. thi I1i.t ad the Onyssey
were in living evolution down to the eighth century B.C., and only then were
the noems fixed, and., allowing for certain vagarios of spelling, were trans
mitted to us in the form they then received.

p. 120 If the Homeric poems record authentic facts of the Mycenaean age, certain
details of which have been confirmed by archaeology, then '.the tradition must
have been oral; for there is no evi-d.ence yet to suggest that Linear B survived
the fall of Mycnae-, ana the oral nature of the epic tradition has bean ply

'dernoastrated. It is therefore reasonable to asue that the- Greek epic had
its roots in the Myceneean age, and. that the Homeric d.escr.iptions of beraic
ontertinments - are not anachronistic. We may now hope to confirm this
assumption 'by the search for linguistic elements hø1ongirig to the Mycenaean
age which have been preserv be the traditicnal dialect.

p. 120 It is --riot-of-course sufficient to point to words ,hich are common to Horner"
and thtab1ets, or.a argenumber of these are merely part of the common
tock.of creek vocau1ary, . .,. We,rnustre,strict our search to words which
inth llteraiytradition are 'poetic'. Poetic words are two kinds: artificial
usage, such asthe creation of -a -new compound or a transference of meaning; and
'words which are unknown in common speech, either because they have become
,obsolete orbecau.se they have been borrowed -from another dialect.

There i afurherdifficulty-in that our records of early .reek are hopelessly
inadequate, btt wIn w find, that a Homeric word occurs in later literature only
in verse, whrow,rn preswne it to have been borrowed from the epic tr.itio,

in late: artifici al yrose, where the same explanation ispossi'b1e, then it
1sprdbbiy safe to assume that it was already obsolete at the time it was
incorporated into the Hotheric poems. If more than a few-such words can be
shown to occur on the Mycenaean tablets, the existence of a direct link can
then be inferred. .

" The fQ11oing list is not exhaustive. . . Each word will be found in Homer

(a list of 37 words follows ) - - -
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